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ABSTRACT
The effect of poloidal E × B and diamagnetic
drifts in edge plasma of Small Size Divertor (SSD)
Tokamak is studied with two-dimensional B2SOLPS-0.5.2D fluid transport code. The simulation
results show the following: 1) For normal toroidal magnetic field, the increasing of core
plasma density leads to large divertor asymmetries due to poloidal E × B and diamagnetic drifts;
2) Switching on the E × B and diamagnetic drifts
leads to large change in poloidal distribution of
radial electric field and induced counter-clockwise circulation (flow) around the x-point; 3)
Switching on the E × B and diamagnetic drifts
leads to the structure of poloidal distribution of
radial electric field is nonmonotonic which responsible for negative spikes; 4) Switching on
the E × B and diamagnetic drifts in vicinity of
separatrix leads to the structure of poloidal distribution of radial electric field that has viscous
layer; 5) Switching on the E × B and diamagnetic
drifts results in torque generation. This torque
spins up the toroidal rotation; 6) The E × B drift
velocity depends on the plasma temperature
heating and doesn't depend on plasma density.
Keywords: E × B Drift; Diamagnetic Drifts;
B2SOLPS0.5.2D Fluid Transport Code

1. INTRODUCTION
The divertor asymmetry has been observed experimentally in several tokamaks with a single null divertor configuration [1-5]. Moreover, the degree of in/out divertor
asymmetries depends on the line averaged density [1,2,5].
The outer/inner divertor energy asymmetry increases with
the heating power from the core plasma for normal toroidal field and decreases with reversed toroidal field [3,5].
Classical particle drifts from E × B and B (including curvature) drifts are believed to be important for understanding tokamak edge/scrape off layer (SOL) transport even
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in the presence of turbulent transport. For example, the
asymmetry of the plasma density and temperature in front
of the inner and outer divertor plates changes with the sign
of the toroidal magnetic field, BT [1,6], and the power threshold for the L-H confinement transition often depends
on the direction of BT [1,6]. The fluid transport equations
of Braginskii [7] are widely used for simulations and describes the drifts of edge tokamak plasma in transport codes
such as UEDGE [8,9], EDGE2D [10] and TECXY [11].
In this paper, we focus on a study of the effects of the drifts
using the 2-D SOLPS0.5.2D transport code [12,13], including the calculation of Er on both sides of separatrix.
This paper demonstrated with core density increasing,
the divertor asymmetries due to poloidal E × B and diamagnetic drifts is large for normal toroidal magnetic field
and switching E × B and diamagnetic drifts leads to large
change in poloidal distribution of radial electric field and
induced counter-clockwise circulation (flow) around the
x-point.

2. THE MAIN RESULTS OF SIMULATION
1) The simulations were performed for the parameters
of small size divertor tokamak. The small size divertor
tokamak is low toroidal magnetic field (BT = 1.7 T), r/a =
0.3 m/0.1 m tokamak. Plasma currents up 50 kA have
been achieved. The plasma density and ion temperature
in the midplane are: n = ni = ne = 4 1019 m–3 and temperature heating Theating = 0.87 keV. The anomalous values of diffusion and heat conductivity coefficients were
chosen as follow: D = 0.5 m2·s–1, e,i = 0.7 m2·s–1. The
perpendicular viscosity was taken in the form  = n mi D.
The main results of simulation are: The poloidal profiles
of plasma density in edge plasma of small size divertor
tokamak with drifts on/off are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
In case of higher core plasma density, we can see that the
poloidal drifts (E × B and diamagnetic drifts) clearly strong
influences the plasma density in edge plasma of this tokamak. Figure 1 shows that, in the vicinity of the outer
target plate ratio of density with and without drifts is 2.73
for normal direction of toroidal magnetic field (i.e. B is
directed towards the X-point), while for inner target plate
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Figure 1. The poloidal distribution of plasma density in
edge plasma of small size divertor tokamak. The solid
line is density without drifts, but dotted line is density
with drifts.

this ratio is equal to 2.63. Also this result shows that for
higher core plasma density case the asymmetry in plasma
density can change dramatically with line average density
as shown as in Figure 2. Figure 2 show the asymmetry of
plasma density is low, for low core plasma density case.
This result consistent with the result given by [1,2,4,5]. In
conclusion the change in core plasma density plays a clear
role in asymmetry between the divertor legs in edge
plasma of small size divertor tokamak.
2) The second result of simulation provides the poloidal distribution of radial electric field with drifts on/off is
show in Figure 3. Figure 3 show that, when the drifts
switch on the additional radial electric generated in the
SOL in the vicinity. The simulated radial electric field can
be explain by using [14] as follow: in case of all drifts
switch off the presence of radial electric field hill located
at inner and outer sides of X-point induces E × B drift
plasma co- and counter circulation around it. Therefore,
switching off drifts did not change the radial electric field
and flow patter around the X-point. In case of drifts
switch on the presence of radial electric field hill located
at inner and outer sides of X-point induces E × B drift
plasma co-circulation around it. Therefore, in the normal
direction of toroidal magnetic field the plasma flow from
outer to inner divertor target below the X-point and
hence enhances the recycling efficiency on the inner side
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 2. The poloidal distribution of plasma density in
edge plasma of small size divertor tokamak with drifts.
The solid line is density with higher plasma density core
(8 × 1019 m–3), but dotted line is density with drifts with low
plasma density core (4 × 1019 m–3).

Figure 3. The poloidal distribution of radial electric field
with on (solid line)/off (dotted line) drifts in edge plasma
of small size divertor tokamak.
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of the X-point. In conclusion in the normal direction of
toroidal magnetic the drifts have significant effect on the
profile of radial electric field and flow patter around
X-point.
3) The third result of simulation shows that, the switch
on drifts leads to the polodial distribution of the radial
electric field is non-monotonic which is responsible for
formation of negative spikes at outer mid-plan as shown
in Figure 3. The amplitude of these spikes depends on the
difference in potential drop between the plates and equatorial med-plane and controlled by changing SOL parameters [15]. The importance of these strong negative
spikes refers to the contribution to turbulence suppression and edge barrier formation.
4) The fourth result of simulation provides that, the structure of the poloidal distribution of radial electric field is
very complicated (see Figure 3), and the anomalous transport of parallel momentum play significantly role in the
poloidal distribution of radial electric field. Here viscous
layer exists which provides the transition from the core
to SOL. Inside this layer the parallel viscosity balanced
by the radial transport of toroidal momentum. The width
of this layer is given by [16]. This result agrees with results given by [16,17].
5) The fifth result of simulation shows that, switch on
drifts leads to additional toroidal torque generated in edge
plasma of small size divertor tokamak as shown in Figure 4. The mechanism responsible for the toroidal mo-

mentum torque is illustrated in Figure 4. In the upper part
of tours the drifts transport positive toroidal velocity outward (see Figure 5) creating positive torque (see Figure
4). This positive torque is balance mainly by the radial
transport of toroidal momentum due to anomalous plasma
viscosity and diffusion. One can see that, the plasma viscosity and diffusion play significant role of transport of
ion toroidal momentum in edge plasma of small size divertor tokamak.
6) The E × B drift velocity in edge plasma of small
size divertor tokamak in cases of increasing core plasma
density and temperature plasma heating are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows that, for increasing
plasma temperature heating the radial electric field inside
separatrix is not to a large extent determined by parallel
momentum balance equation for electrons [18]. Since
inside separatrix the electron temperature increasing with
radius the radial electric field here is negative for the
normal direction of toroidal magnetic field the E × B
drift velocity is directed from outer to inner plate, but in
the SOL the E × B drift velocity is directed from inner to
outer plate. Also Figure 6 show that, the E × B drift velocity depends on the temperature heating inside separatrix. Figure 7 shows that, the E × B drift velocity is inde-

Figure 4. The poloidal distribution of toroidal torque with
on (solid line)/off (dotted line) drifts in edge plasma of small
size divertor tokamak.

Figure 5. The poloidal distribution of toroidal (parallel)
velocity in edge plasma of small size divertor tokamak when
drifts switch on (solid line)/off (dotted line).
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pendent on core plasma density.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 6. The radial distribution of E × B drifts velocity
at different plasma temperature heating. Dotted line represented E × B drift velocity at Theating = 574.4314 eV and
solid line represented E × B drift velocity at Theating =
643.2814 eV.

The simulation provides the following result:
1) With core density increasing, the divertor asymmetries due to poloidal E × B and diamagnetic drifts is large
for normal toroidal magnetic field.
2) Switching on the E × B and diamagnetic drifts leads
to large change in poloidal distribution of radial electric
field and induced counter-clockwise circulation (flow)
around the x-point.
3) Switching on the E × B and diamagnetic drifts leads
to the structure of poloidal distribution of radial electric
field is non-monotonic which responsible for negative
spikes.
4) Switching on the E × B and diamagnetic drifts in vicinity of separatrix leads to the structure of poloidal distribution of radial electric field has viscous layer.
5) Switching on the E × B and diamagnetic drifts results
in torque generation. This torque spins up the toroidal rotation.
6) The E × B drift velocity depends on the plasma temperature heating and independence on plasma density.
7) Taking into account the radial electric field and drifts
effects is significantly effect in understanding the edge
plasma of small size divertor tokamak. These effects are
including in the famous codes (e.g. UEDGE and SOLPS.
5.2D). The predictive modeling for modern tokamaks should
be performed only with the codes containing these.
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